Third (28th) meeting of the “UNECE/FAO Team of Specialists on monitoring sustainable forest management”

Copenhagen, Denmark, 3-4 December 2019
European Environment Agency

Preliminary Agenda

Tuesday, 3 December 2019

Item 1. Opening and welcome by the representative from European Environment Agency, FAO and UNECE

Item 2. Update on the progress and plans for the global and regional forest reporting:
   a. FAO global Forest Resources Assessment (FRA)
      - Orjan Jonsson, FAO
   b. Joint FOREST EUROPE/UNECE/FAO Pan-European reporting on SFM; development of the State of Europe’s Forests 2020
      - Rastislav Raši, LUB FOREST EUROPE
   c. SOER 2020 (State and Outlook of Europe’s environment);
      - Annemarie Bastrup-Birk, EEA (tbc)
   d. UNECE/FAO State of Forests in the Caucasus and Central Asia
      - Roman Michalak, UNECE/FAO FTS

Item 3. Review of the forest ownership enquiry
      - Roman Michalak, UNECE/FAO FTS

Wednesday, 4 December 2019

Item 4. Reporting on forest damage:
   a. National experiences and systems on forest damage reporting in the UNECE region
      - examples from countries
   b. Results of the ToS Survey on forest damage assessment
      - Stein Tomter, Norway
   c. Brainstorming on possible approaches on forest damage reporting - discussion on the next steps
      - Christoph Fisher, Switzerland
Item 5. Forest Data Banks Network
   a. overview of the recent developments in countries and organizations
      - Forest Information System Europe (FISE); Cristina Brailescu, DG ENV D1 (tbc)
      - FAO Information Platform, Joint UNECE/FAO/FOREST EUROPE Information Platform
        Orjan Jonsson, FAO
   b. discussion on the forest information storage and management in the UNECE/FAO Forestry and Timber Section

Item 6. Updates from Team Members
   - Open to Team’s Members

Item 7. Date and place of the next meeting

Item 8. Closure of the meeting

Venue: European Environment Agency (EEA)
Kongens Nytorv 6
DK - 1050 Copenhagen K
Denmark

Currency: 1 DKK = approx. 0.15 USD

Logistics: List of hotels is provided separately. Participants will be requested to register at the entry of the EEA and present their Passport/ID with photograph

Meeting hours: Tuesday, 3 December 2019
10:00 – 13:00: Items 1-2
14.00 – 17.00: Item 3

Wednesday, 4 December 2019
09:00 – 12:00: Item 4
13.00 – 16.00: Items 5-8

Dinner: There will be an opportunity for have dinner (self-paid) together on Tuesday, 3 December 2019, in the restaurant “Det Lille apotek” (http://detlilleapotek.dk/en/), offering in this period traditional Christmas menu. More information about the event will be provided to participants during the meeting.